
     First Grade 
Some Suggestions for Additional Offline Learning 
 

Grade Level Average Learning Time Daily 

1st Grade 30-60 minutes a day 
 

Suggested Time Activity 

20 minutes 1) Pick One: Math, Science, Reading or Writing,  
2) Complete 1 suggested offline learning activity/bullet from that subject  

10 minutes Brain Break 

20 minutes 1) Pick One: Math, Science, Reading or Writing,  
2) Complete 1 suggested offline learning activity/bullet from that subject  

10 minutes Extracurricular  

 

 
Subject 

Suggested Offline Learning Activity  
[Note: Choose a few bullets to do each day based on your student’s schedule and accessibility to 
materials.] Any of these activities could be done multiple times. 

Math ● Tower Building: Build multiple towers out of cups and see how high you can make it.  Compare the 
dimensions of the towers.  Which is taller, shorter, and longer? Explain the properties you are seeing to an 
adult, sibling, stuffed animal, etc. 

● How big is...?:  Trace your foot or hand and measure using different materials--paperclips, toothpicks, and 
a ruler. Then trace another person hand or foot. Measure and compare. 

● 2D or 3D Shape hunt: Go on a 2D or 3D shape hunt--inside or outside. Pick a shape or multiple shapes 
and find objects in your living space that have those properties.  Explain the properties you are seeing in 
the objects you select to an adult, sibling, stuffed animal, etc.  

● Counting: Pick items you have a lot of in your house (e.g., rice, beans, cereal, beads, cotton balls, etc.) 
and count them by 1’s. Record your number on a piece of paper.  Then re-sort the same items into piles of 
ten (can sort them onto plates) and loose ones. Count by 10’s.  Record your number again.  Did the 
numbers match? Should they?  What do the groups of tens have to do with the written number? 

● Measurement: Plant seeds and then measure, chart, and graph the growth. 
● Collections: examine a collection in your home or start a collection of natural materials, such as leaves, 

rocks, flowers, etc.  Think about the ways that the items in your collection are similar and different. 
● Chores: measure laundry detergent, cook with a grown up, and sort clothes into categories. 
● Addition/Subtraction War: Use a deck of cards to play a version of the card game “war.” Each player 

finds the sum or difference of the value of the card drawn.  If you are correct, you keep the cards. Variation: 
whoever gets the answer correct first, gets the cards. 

● Board Games: Choose a board game and pay special attention to the math features of the game (ex. 
Counting, money, problem solving, spatial reasoning, etc.). 

● Dream Vacation: Plan a dream vacation, think about costs, how long it will take, how far you need to 
travel, the best mode of transportation, etc. 

● Mapping: Map out a garden space or make a floor plan of your actual or dream home. 
● Math Facts: Make homemade flash cards and, then practice addition and/or subtraction facts.  Keep track 

of how many you get done each day and make a graph of your progress. 
● Play School: Make math worksheets for your stuffed animals or dolls.  Then, make an answer sheet so 

you can grade their work. 
● Puzzles: Put together a puzzle and then measure the length of all of the sides of the finished puzzle. 

 



 

Reading ● Independently: Read a book independently.  
● To an Adult: Read with an adult.  
● Story Summary: Tell a summary of your read. Include the characters, setting, and events. 
● Draw a Picture of a Character: Draw a picture of one of the characters from the story.  Then, tell someone 

how that character is the same as you and different from you. 
● To a Stuffed Animal: Read to a stuffed animal. 
● Word Hunt: Go on an alphabet or word hunt--inside or outside--to practice your letters and the associated 

sounds.  
● Text Feature Hunt: Go on a nonfiction text feature hunt. Identify different nonfiction text features (table of 

contents, index, headings etc.) write down why this nonfiction text feature is important or what you learned 
from it.  

● Main Idea Hand: Trace your hand on paper, write the main idea of the nonfiction text on palm and 
supporting details on fingers 

● Book Log: Keep a list of all of the books you read and include a “book review” when each book is finished. 

Writing ● Letter: Write a story or a letter to someone you haven’t seen in a while. 
● Poster: Make a poster to your classmate or teacher with a few sentences about what you are doing. 
● Drawing: Draw a picture, write a sentence about your picture.  
● Journal: Keep a journal of your experiences each day. 
● Written Conversation: Have a written conversation with someone in your home.  No talking allowed.  
● Book Making: Fold a few pieces of paper into the form of a book and use it to write your own story. 
● Thank You Notes: Write a thank you note to a member of your family. 
● Electronic Communication: Write an email or canvas message to your teacher. 
● Poetry: Sit in a space.  Observe that space using all 5 of your senses.  Then, write a poem inspired by 

what you experience. 

Science ● Water Slide: Make a miniature water slide using a few household supplies (plus any recyclable materials 
you wish). Student imagines, draws, and then constructs a model of a water slide. Once they create one 
slide, have them create another slide or edit the first slide based on what they learned from the first 
creation. Explore what makes a better slide and why? 

● Bubble fun!: Blow bubbles and explore what shape they are. You can make bubble solution if you don’t 
have any on hand and bubble wands using pipe cleaners. Why are they that shape no matter the wand 
size? 

● Weather: Observe the weather each day.  Record your observations and keep a graph of the temperature 
over time. 

● Newspaper Fort: Use rolled up newspaper to create a structure that you can sit in. 
● Gardening: Plant some seeds or plants and keep a journal recording your observations of their growth and 

changes. 
● Observations: Go outside, observe your surroundings using all of your senses.  Record your observations. 
● Wake Up Woods: Go into the woods with a grown up and see if you can identify some of the plants and 

animals in Mr. Gibson’s book. 

Special 
Areas 

Art:  
● Draw a picture of yourself or a family member with lots of detail 
● Create your own art gallery and ask people what they notice 
● Go on a scavenger hunt and identify primary and secondary colors 

Music 
● Listen to music or sing a song 
● Keep the beat in different ways while listening to music (with your feet, tap your head, hop, etc.) 
● Tap the rhythm (the way the words go) to a rhyme or song 

PE 
● Pick two or three from these exercises to do daily: 30 sit-ups, 30 jumping jacks, 5 push-ups, 30 

seconds lunges, bear crawl, skip for 30 seconds, go for a walk or run 

Brain 
Breaks 

● Play a board or card game 
● Play hide and seek 
● Watch an educational program on TV (e.g., Sesame Street, PBS Kids) 

 

 


